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Intertwining Operators for Real Reductive Groups 
D. A. VOGAN. JR.* AND N. R. WALLACH’ 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this article is to give an exposition of a general theory of 
intertwining operators between representations of real reductive groups 
constructed by parabolic induction (principal series for short) based on a 
difference equation that generalizes and sharpens that of L. Cohn [C] for 
Harish-Chandra’s c-function. The difference equation allows us to give a 
meromorphic continuation of the intertwining operators for C 1 principal 
series rather than the (more usual) K-finite version. For applications to the 
theory of automorphic forms this extension is important. Using the 
difference equation, we derive a generalization of L. Cohn’s determinant 
formula for the restriction of the intertwining operator to an isotypic com- 
ponent. This determinant formula allows us to give an a priori proof of the 
temperedness of a generalization of the Harish-Chandra p-function (in the 
case of “cuspidal principal series” the /c-function corresponds to the 
Plancherel density). Aside from these aspects of our exposition we make no 
further claim to novelty. The literature of the subject is a vast and a great 
deal of it has become so standard that it is quite possible that we have used 
results without proper attribution. Most of the literature studies so-called 
cuspidal principal series [KuS-I, II, III], [Sch], [KnS-I, II], [HC-III] or 
at the other extreme “degenerate principal series” where one induces from 
a finite dimensional unitary representation using a (normally) non-cuspidal 
parabolic subgroup (for example, see [St]). The reader can find some 
results in the generality of this paper in [KnS-II, Kn]. 
One of the main motivations for a study in this general setting comes 
from the theory of Eisenstein series. The constant terms are expressible in 
terms of intertwining operators which will be almost as general as the ones 
studied in this article. 
Most researchers who are aware of the Zuckerman translation principle 
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recognize that Cohn’s difference equation should be derivable using tensor 
products with finite dimensional representations (this has been suggested 
by J. Bernstein, R. Howe, and the authors). The main result in this paper 
(Theorem 2.2) says that this observation is correct but not completely 
trivial to carry out. 
1. THE INTERTWINING OPERATORS 
1.1. Let G be a real reductive group as in [SW, 0.231. In particular we 
are assuming that Ad(G) is contained in the connected component of the 
identity of the automorphism group of go. Here we will follow the usual 
convention of denoting Lie groups by capital letters and their Lie algebras 
by the corresponding lowercase fraktur letters; the subscript C denotes 
complexilication. Fix K a maximal compact subgroup of G. Let P = ‘MAN 
be a parabolic subgroup of G with a given (standard) Langlands decom- 
position. Let (a, H,) be a Hilbert representation of M ( = ‘MA) and let 
H,” be the space of C’” vectors for 0. We denote by ZF the space of all 
C” functions, f, from K to H,“’ such thatf(mk)= a(nz)f(k) for wz~Mn K 
and ke K. If fez,” and if YE@ then we set J~,(nmak)=~‘+~a(ma)f(k), 
neN, ~E’M, aEA, keK. Here p=pp. Then fV is a smooth function from 
GtoH,“. When the choice of P is not clear, we may write PfV for f,,. 
We endow Hz with the usual topology. That is, ifs E U(m,) then we set 
qy( v) = Ila(s)uii. The topology is given by these semi-norms. For simplicity, 
we will assume that the K n M - C z vectors for c are the same as the 
M - C ;r vectors. This is no assumption if dim H, < ~8 or if u is irreducible 
and unitary. If f~l,’ then we define IIfll, =supkEK lIf(k)lI. We define 
7rr,(k)f(x) =f(xk). We will also write X, for the corresponding action of 
U(f,) on ZF. Iff‘E I: and if XE U(Q) then we set I, = Iln,(x)fll r. We 
endow Z: with the topology given by these semi-norms. It is an easy 
matter to see that, with this topology, Z: is a Frtchet space. 
Iffe I,” and if v E a; then we set rr p,,.,,(g)f(k) =.fJkg). The following 
lemma is standard. 
LEMMA. (ZP.,,,,, I:) defines a smooth Frechet representation of G. 
1.2. Let P= MN be the opposite parabolic subgroup to P. Fix an 
invariant positive measure dti on N. We will normalize our measures later 
in this section. If v E as we can also define a representation 7cp,,,, of G on 
Zp. We form 
(1) 
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Here the integral is the obvious vector-valued generalization of the 
Riemann integral (the so-called Bochner integral [Y, V.51). Of course, 
there is no reason to believe that the integral converges. 
LEMMA. There exists c = cn such thot lf Re( v, z ) > c ,fbr r E @(P. A ) therl 
the integrul &fhing ( 1 ) converges uhsolutelj- urd wz~forml~~ relative to 
II II 7. 011 ( v E a: I Re( v, r I 3 c , I x K. Furthern~ore, there is u comtunt C, 
such that 
IIJij,P(~‘).fI/ T 6 c, llfll .,~ 1 .feZ,‘. Re(v, x)>r,. 
II1 the indicated range ttv he 
Finall),, if Re(v, E) > c, t/let1 J,E, p(v) is not the zero operator on I,’ 
Proof: f,,(S) = u(E)” + ” a(rtl(nk)).f‘(k(nk)). Thus 
Il.f,Jfik)ll 6 a(nJR’ P+‘) lla(m(nk))il ilfll %. 
Let (p, F) be a finite dimensional representation of G on a Hilbert space F 
such that (p(g)u, NS)= (~,rc(e(g)) ‘) for gcG and /I, I~EF (such a 
representation always exists). Let I/ 11 d enote the corresponding norm on 
G (A.3.1). We assume (as we may) that IlglI = llg-]II. Then there exist 
C’, , C, > 0 such that 
IlN~~~)ll G c, l11f111’~2, for IPIE h4 
Section A.3.1(3) implies that llm(&)ll 6 lItill. We therefore see that 
lIo(nl(nk))~~ 6 c, IItq’.‘. 
There exists 2, E a* such that llfill < Const u(n)‘:’ (A.3.3). Hence, if we set 
1=C,l.,, we have 
Thus if Re( v, tl) > (1. + p,cc) for r E @(P, A) then A.3.3 implies that 
Il.fA~h-Ill 6 Const ~(4~~’ llfll % . 
This implies that if Re(v, c() 3 (I. + p, c() for CI E @(P, A) then 
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Since the integral on the right converges (cf. [Wa, Lemma 2.4.5 or 
Theorem 45.41) the lemma will be proved when we prove the last two 
assertions. The intertwining assertion would follow if we can show that if 
then (J~,~(l’)f)p,,,=~~,~(v)~. This is done by a completely standard 
change of variables argument. The last assertion is also standard. We 
sketch a proof of it. If qEC;T(N), UE H,“‘. then we setfJg)=O ifg$PW 
and f,,(@) = tp(fi) o,,(~)u. Then f,, E I:- for all v and in the indicated range 
Jp P(V) f,.(1) = ( je da dS) 0. 
N 
This certainly implies the last assertion. 
1.3. LEMMA. Let f~ I,’ then the map of (v E a: 1 Re(v, LX) 3 c,} into 1: 
given by v + Jp, P(v) f is continuous and holomorphic on the interior. 
This is a direct consequence of the uniform convergence. 
1.4. We now assume that q has an infinitesimal character. Then there 
exists p E a: such that o(a) = aPZ for a EA. Thus, without any loss in 
generality we may assume that p=O. The K-finite vectors for rrILp,,,, define 
a (g, K)-module IP.a,. (cf. [BW, Wa]). Here we identify [T with 010~. 
Our next task is to prove, under our new assumptions, a meromorphic 
continuation of the operators J,-,,(v). We will prove this using a variant of 
the method of Bernstein polynomials by deriving a difference equation 
satisfied by these operators. 
If P’ is a vector space over C and if cp is a function from a$ to V then 
we say that cp is a polynomial if there exists a finite dimensional subspace, 
W, of P’ such that the image of q is contained in W and 40 is a polynomial 
map of a: into W. The following is a generalization of a refinement of a 
result of L. Cohn’[C]. 
1.5. THEOREM. There exist polynomial maps b, and D, from a: to @ and 
ugc)KT respectivel-y, such that if Re(v, a) 2 c, and if,f E I: then 
b,(v) JP,Av)f = JP,~(v + 4~) ~p.,.v++(DrAv))f. (1) 
We will prove this result in the next section. 
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1.6. We now derive the desired meromorphic continuation using the 
previous result. 
THEOREM. Let fEI6. Then the map v + Jp, p( v) f initially holomorphic 
from {vEa$IRe(v,cc)>c,, x E @(P, A) j, to I: e.ytends to a meromorphic 
map of a; to I,‘. Furthermore iJ’ Re( V, a) > c, - 4k(p, x) ,fbr x E @(P, A) 
then 
h-l 
v-+ n h,(v+4jp).J,,p(v)f 
, = 0 
(1 )k 
is holomorphic. 
ProoJ If Re(v,a)>c,-4(p,cx) for ~E@(P, A) then define JpIp(v)f by 
lS( 1). Then (1 ), is true. If we have implemented the continuation into the 
range Re(v, c() > c, - 4k(p, a) for CI E @(P, A) such that (1 )k is true then we 
can define Jpip(v)f in the range Re(v, c() > c, - 2(k + 1 )(p, c() using 1.5( I ). 
So (1 )k + 1 is true. 
1.7. Up to this point we have used an arbitrary invariant measure on 
iV. We now give some normalizations of invariant measures following the 
method of [HC-I]. Fix B a non-degenerate, Ad(G)-invariant, symmetric, 
real-valued bilinear form on CJ such that (X, Y) = - B(X, OY) is positive 
definite. If 1 is a Lie subalgebra of g and if L is the connected subgroup of 
G with Lie algebra I then we define dL to be the left invariant measure on 
L that comes from a left invariant dim l-form, w, on L such that if 
X,, . . . . X, is an orthonormal basis of 1 relative to ( , ) then 
Iw(X, , . . . . X,)1 = 1. On K we always use the normalized invariant measure. 
Let P= ‘MAN be a minimal parabolic subgroup of G with given 
Langlands decomposition. We choose da = riA, dn = ClN. We normalize dg 
so that 
/Gf(d&=j” a ~ ‘(y( nak ) dn da dk. (1) 
Nx .4 x K 
We note that, since N and A are uniquely determined up to conjugacy with 
respect to K which acts by isometries relative to ( , ), this normalization 
of dg is independent of the choice of P. 
If Q = ‘M,A, N, is a parabolic subgroup of G with given standard 
Langlands decomposition such that A, c A, N, c N then we set 
*Q=“MenP=oA4A,QN,Q a minimal parabolic subgroup of ‘M,. We 
choose an invariant measure on ‘M, using *Q in the same way as we 
chose dg. On A, and N, we choose dA, and dN,. 
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LEMMA. The map N, x N,, + N given by n, *n t-+ n( *n) is a surjective 
diffeomorphism and 
c 
cp(xy)d.xdy=[ cp(n)dn, cp E C,.(N). (i) 
‘Vy x N,y N 
Furthermore, iff E C,.(G) then 
j"Gfkb&=j a '"Qf (nmak ) dn dm da dk. (ii) NC,X”MQXAQXK 
This is proved by doing the obvious calculations 
1.8. We now begin a discussion of a more general class of intertwining 
integrals. We will need some new concepts and notation. Our discussion 
follows [HC-III]. Let acp (= (XE~I~X= -X>) be such that exp(a) is 
a standard split component of a parabolic subgroup of G. Then A is called 
a special vector subgroup of G. Fix a special vector subgroup, A, of G. Let 
9(A) denote the set of all p-pairs (P, A) in G. If PEP(A) then set 
C(P)= (~~E@(P,A)Icx#@(P,A) for O<c< 1). If P,, P?EY(A) then set 
C(P,IP,)=~(P,)n~(P,). We set d(P,, P,)=IC(P,lP,)I (ISI is the 
cardinality of S). Then we have (cf. [HC-1111, Lemma 2.11). 
LEMMA. If P, P, , Pz E 9(A ) then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) d(P,, f’z)=d(P,, P)+d(P, Pz), 
(2) ap?Ip1)~wIp,h 
(3) C(P,I PI) is the disjoint union ofZ(Pr( P) and L’(PI PI). 
1.9. If P, , P2 E 9(A) then we consider 
Here dfi stands for d(m, n N2). 
The following result is due to Harish-Chandra [HC-III], for the 
so-called cuspidal principal series. Since the result that we need involves 
slight modifications of Harish-Chandra’s original arguments we will sketch 
the proof. 
LEMMA. There exists c, > 0 such that if Re(v, a) 2 c, for LX E @(PI, A) 
then the integral defining (1) converges uniformly in 
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Furthermore, [here exists u consfant C, such that 
II J,, 1 p, (\~).fll 7 d co Il.fll I 
for f E I: and Re(v, x) > cu .for r E @(P, , A). Finall)-, in the indicated range 
J P?,P,(~) Jt p,,a.v(g)= ~r2.,.,Js) J,,,.,(~lL gEG. 
We are looking at 
c- ap,(fi)“‘l + ” a(m,,(fik)),f(k(tik)) dfi. N, ,T .v2 
As in the proof of Lemma 1.2 the integrand is ddminated by 
ap,(G)“h + Rev l~o(nzP,(~k))II 1l.f I/ ~ 6Const ap,(ii)“Pl+RS”pi Ilf‘ll ~. 
Here 1” is as in 1.2. The convergence assertion follows from [HC-III, 
Corollary 1.2.2, p. 1251. 
The last assertion of the lemma is proved in exactly the same way as the 
corresponding result in [HC-III, 1.51. 
1.10. If P,, P,, PEP(A) then we say that P is bmveen P, and P2 if any 
one of the equivalent conditions of Lemma 1.8 is satisfied. The following 
result is proved in the same way as [HC-III, Lemma 1.5.21. 
LEMMA. If P is between P, and P, and if Re( \I, a) > c, ,for x E @(P,, A) 
then Jp21p(11) and JpIp,(\g) are &fined ad J,,lp(~g) JP,P,(~t).f= Jp2ip,(~~)for 
,fEI,r. 
1.11. If P,, P,E.Y(A) then we say that they are ac!jacellt if 
d(P,, P,)= 1. 
LEMMA. Let PI, P2 Ed be such that d( P,, P2) = d> 0. Then there 
exist Q,, . . . . &EY(A) such that P, and Q, are acijacent, Q, and Qi+ , are 
adjacent, andQ,=Pz. Furthermore !ff(Q,+,IQ,)= (a,,,), i=l...., d-l, 
andif {al}=Z(Q,IP,) thenC(P,IP,)= (z ,,..., a,,]. 
If P, and P, are adjacent then the lemma follows with Q, = P,. 
We now assume the result for d- 1 and prove it for d. 
Consider C(P, I Pz) = Z(P,) n C( P2). If fi,, . . . . pm E Z(P, ) n Z( Pz) and 
if p1 + ... +B,,,EC(g, a) then p, + ... +/l,,,EC(P,)nZ(P2). We assert 
that there exists a E ,Z(P,) n Z( Pz) such that a is simple in Z(P2). 
Suppose not. Let HE~ be such that Z(P,)= ffi~Z(g,a)l~(H)>O}. If 
a E Z(P,) n Z(P,) then our supposition implies that there exist 
a , , . . . . f3,, EZ(P~) such that fi= p, + ... + fi,,,. But then fii(H) <O for 
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some i Hence, /Ii E C( P, ). Continuing in this way we arrive at a contradic- 
tion. So let CY E +Y(P,) n C(P,) be simple in C(Pz). Define Qd-, by 
E(Q,-,)=(z(Pz)- (z).)u i-x).. Then Qdp, and P, are adjacent. 
Furthermore, ,X( P, / P1) 3 C( Qd , 1 P,). Thus Qcl~ , is between P, and Pz. 
Hence d( P,, Qd- ,) = d- 1. The result now follows from the inductive 
hypothesis. 
The last assertion follows from the proof of the first. 
1.12. Suppose that P, and P2 are adjacent, with (E; =C(P, /P,). 
Let a”= {H~alc(H)=0}. Put ‘m= (XEgl [H, X] =0 for HEa”), 
“M= (g E G I Ad(g)H= H for HE a’}. Then “A4 is a real reductive group 
in our sense. We set Q, = P, n “M, i = 1,2. Then Q, and Q2 are parabolic 
subgroups of “A4 with standard split component A. Furthermore, Q2 = 0,. 
IffeZ,” then we define H(f)(k)(m) =f(mk) for kg K, rnE “Mn K. We 
note that Mc “M. We use the notation “I,“’ for the space defined in the 
same way as I,” with G replaced by “M. Then H(f)(k) E ‘I: for all k E K. 
Furthermore, H(f) E Z;; “., ,1,, for VE a$ and i = 1,2. If v E a: then we write 
v = 5) + vr with ‘v(H) =‘O fo; HE a” and “v(H,) = v( H,), v”(H,) = 0, and 
v”(H) = Y(H) for HE a’. Set “A = exp( RH,) and A” = exp(a”). 
Set P=“MP, = ‘MP,. Then PEG. Set *pi= P,n”Mp for i= 1,2. 
Then *Q, is a parabolic subgroup of “M, with standard split component 
“A and *Qz = *Q,. We also note that ‘Ma,, = ‘M,,. If v E a: then we 
denote by 8 the representation of ‘M, corresponding to I*,,.,,,,. Then the 
correspondence f~ H(f) defines a (g. K)-module isomorphism of Zp,,U,y 
onto I,,,,,,.. The obvious calculation now yields 
WJ,,,., (~~).f)(k) = J*o,,.e,(Zv)(H(f)(k)). 
1.13. THEOREM. Zf,f~Z,r and ifPI, P,EY(A) then v~J~,,~~(v)fhas a 
meromorphic continuation to a:. 
This result is an immediate consequence of 1.12( 1 ), Lemma 1.11, and 
Theorem 1.6. 
2. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.5 
2.1. We maintain the assumptions and notation of the previous section. 
We assume that (a, H,) has an infinitesimal character. Let (p, F) be an 
irreducible finite dimensional representation of G such that 
(1) FK#O. 
(2) ‘M acts trivially on F”. 
(3) The center of g, acts trivially on F. 
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We note that the Cartan-Helgason theorem [He, V.4.1, p. 5351 implies 
that (2) is equivalent to (1). 
We fix such an F and we denote by 2 = i., the action of a on F”. 
EXAMPLE. Let G act on A’g by A’ Ad. Let p=dim n. Let F, be the 
G-cyclic space of A” n. Then F’,’ is one dimensional. ‘M acts on F’,’ by a 
character of order 2, and u acts by 2~. Thus if F is the cyclic space of 
A” n @A” 11 in F, OF, then F has the desired properties with i.,-= 4~. 
The purpose of this section is to prove the following generalization of 
Theorem 1.5. 
2.2. THEOREM. There exist pol?mornials 6,. j. and D,,, with values in @ 
and U(gc)“, respectiveI?>, with h,, j. # 0 and such that 
b,,,(vl~~~~(~iI.f=Jp~p(V+~l ~p.o.v+~(Da.~f~l))f (1) 
.for f EI: and Re(v, cl)>c,,for xc@(P, A). 
In light of the example in 2.1 this theorem implies Theorem 1.5. We now 
begin the proof. 
2.3. We first observe that both sides of 2.2( 1) are continuous in f 
in the indicated range of the v parameter. Thus if we prove (1) for f right 
K-finite then the result will follow by continuity. Let I, be the space of all 
right K-finite elements of Z,“. Let, as usual, ZP,ni.7 (resp. IF.,.,) be the 
(g, K)-module Z, with the action corresponding to 7cP.,,,. (resp. rrP,.,,,). 
Fix ho a Cartan subalgebra of Om, then ho 0 a, = h is a Cartan sub- 
algebra of gc. We will use h* (resp. ho*) to parameterize the infinitesimal 
characters for g (resp. “m) via the Harish-Chandra isomorphism. Thus if g 
has infinitesimal character ,,,x,~ then ZP,O,,, and Zp,o,r have infinitesimal 
character x.,, +, 
2.4. Let tlo E F” be fixed and non-zero. Let v,, . . . . vd be a basis of F and 
let P:,...,v,* be the dual basis of F*. Define a;(g)= a,*(p(g)-’ vo) for 
i= 1 , . . . . d. Set h, = a, / h. 
If nEN, rn~‘M, acA then a,(nmag)=am’aj(g), geG. (1) 
It is also obvious that 
,4glp’ vo=Ca,(g)v, for LEG. (2) 
Define a linear map, T, from 1; to Z; 0 F by 
iyf= c h,f@ 11,. 
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LEMMA. T is injective and T(7c P.a,e+i.(g)f')= (~p.,,,~(glO~(g))Tf.fo~ 
f~ Zr. Furthermore, span,*,,*(Z@ [I*)( T(Z,“)) = I:. 
If Tf = 0 then b,f = 0 for all i. Thus in particular, C lh,(k)l’ f(k) = 0 for 
all ~EK. But C Ib,(k)l”>O for all ~EK. 
Clearly, 71 p. o. ,’ + A (g)f(k) = a(k)" np...,.(g)f(k). 
Also, p(kg))’ trO= a(kg)- ’ p(k(kg)))’ tag. This implies that 
Thus, 
We also note that (Z@z)*)( Tf) = b,f. Let M’* E (F*)K be such that 
w*(vO) = 1 (such an element exists by the Cartan-Helgason theorem). 
Let u’* = C c;v,*. Then (Z@ w*)( Tf) = C cibjf. But C c,b,(k) = 
~.*(n(k))’ o,J = ,u*(k) W*(Q) = w*(vO) = 1. Thus (I@ w*)(Tf) = f. 
2.5. Let v$ E (F*)” be such that v$(uO) = 1 (clearly such an element 
exists). We define a linear map, S, from I,” OF to I,” by 
If f  E I,” then we set fp,,(iimak) = a’- “a(m) f(k) for ri E R, a E A, m E ‘M, 
kEK.Ifg=nmakfornEN,mE0~,aEA,andkEKthenwesetap(g)=a, 
mp( g) = m, kp( g) = k. 
LEMMA. S is surjective, S((~rp,,.,.(g)OP(g))(f Ov)) ==iJ, ,+2(g) 
S( f  @ v) for f  E Z: and v  E F. Furthermore, if S( f  @ v) = 0 for all v’i F then 
.f=O. 
Let u’ E FK be such that v~(u~) = 1. Then S(f @ ~1) = f .  So S is surjective. 
Clearly, this also implies the last assertion. 
We now prove that S is an intertwining operator: 
S(7lp,,,,,(g)fO~(g)v)(k) = v,*(/4kg)v)f,-.,,(k) 
=a~(kgY v,*(~(k(kg))v)f,,,Ckg) 
= WOv)~.,+~(kg) 
= ~p.o.v(g) S(f @v)(k). 
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2.6. The following result is well known (cf. [KnZ]), but we sketch the 
proof. 
LEMMA. !f Re( y, CC) 3 c,, c( E @(P, A) then the ,following diagram is 
commutatiue. 
The obvious calculation yields 
= 0 ai a(tik)“f,,(fik) u$(p(k)ui) dii. .v (1) 
Now, ~~(~(fi).x) = U:(X) for x E F and fi E E, and 
C a,(&) uo*(y(iik)u,) = uo*(p(fik) p(fik)-’ uO) = 1. 
Thus the right hand side of (1) is 
1 
.N 
a(fik)‘f,.(tik)dri=/ ,fV+j.(iik)dfi=JJp,p(v+l.)f(k). 
N 
This is the content of the lemma. 
2.7. If x is a homomorphism of Z(gc) (the center of U(g,)) to C and 
if V is a g-module then we set V” = [u E VI (2 - ~(2))~ u = 0 for all z E Z(g,) 
and some k). Then I,,,,,@ F= 0, (Z,.,,OF)“. Let P, be the correspond- 
ing projection of ZP,O,r @ F onto (Ip,o,V @F)“‘+“. Similarly, let Q, denote the 
projection of IP,a,v@ F onto (Zp,.,,,@F)X~‘+‘. We look upon P, and Q, as 
linear maps of Z, 0 F into itself. 
LEMMA. There exists a non-zero complex-valued polynomial, cp on C-I:, 
such that ifcp(v)#O then T:Z,+P,(Z,@F) and S:Q,(Z,@F)-+Z, are 
linear bijections. 
Let F,xF,x ... xF,IF,,, = (0) be a JordanHolder series for F as a 
P-module. We assume (as we may) that F, is the one dimensional 
P-module, with ‘MN acting trivially and A acting by A. If V is an 
(‘m, K n M)-module and if v E a : then we denote by V,. the (p, Kn M)- 
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module V with n acting trivially, %t acting as it did on V, and a acting 
by v. Then each FJF,, I is of the form (Vi),,, with Vi an irreducible 
finite dimensional (‘m, Kn M)-module. Thus ZP,o,,, 0 F has a composition 
series Z,.,,,,@F=M,r>M2~ ... IM~=,M,+,=(O) with Mi/M,+ , ? 
I P,(HDjKnM~.‘,.,,,+,.. Now each (ffmlKnM @ I/, has a Jordan-Holder series 
with intermediate quotients of the form Vi,. Thus ZP,o.a @ F has a composi- 
tion series with intermediate quotients I,, P.q,,,,+ ,,. Here v, is a weight of the 
action of a on F and if vi= 1. then i= r, there is only one j, j= 1, and 
v, = (Ho)Kn hf. Let A, be the infinitesimal character parameter for V,,. 
Then 
Suppose that for each v E a; there exist i# r and j such that am = 0. Set 
zj= (vEarIcp,i(v)=O}. Then we would have r~~=u+,,,~~. Since this is 
a finite union of closed sets, one of the Ej with i < r must have interior. But 
then ei = a;. Since this is ridiculous, if 
and if cp(v)#O then (Zp,~,,,~F)x~l+i+~~ZIp,,,,,+i,. Similarly, if cp(v)#O then 
(Z~,o,vOF)Yn+~+i=Zp,~,y+~. Since T is injective and S is surjective the 
lemma now follows. 
2.8. Let 6: F@F* --) @ be defined by ~(o@u*)=u*(u). We define 
U: I,@F* -I, 
by U= (1@6)o(T@Z). 
We define 
V:Z,+Z,@F* 
by V(f)=C S(fOvi)@v?. 
LEMMA. U is surjective and V is injective. Furthermore, U is a (g, K)- 
homomorphism of ZP,a,v + j, @ F* to ZP,a,v and V is a (g, K)-homomorphism of 
zs,,,, to zp,a,v+iC3F*. 
U(fOv*)=(Z~6)(T(f)~v*)=(ZOv*)(T(f)).SinceSpan,~...(ZOo*) 
(?“(I,))= Z, (Lemma 2.4) we see that U is surjective. If V(f) = 0 then 
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,ES(f@ui)@u~ =O. Thus S( f@t!)=O for all LIE F. Hence Lemma 2.5 
implies that f = 0. The intertwining assertions follow from the correspond- 
ing intertwining assertions for T and S. 
2.9. Let P, be the projection of ZP,a,e+ j, @ F* onto (ZP,rr,,,+ ;.@ F*)“l ii 
and let Q2 be the projection of IF,,,, +; @ F* onto (Zp,,~V+,.@ F*)L.l+‘. 
LEMMA. There e.x-ists a non-zero complex-ualued polynomial, cp, , on 
a: such that (f cp,(v)#O then U: Pz(v)(Z,.,,,,+,OF*)~Z,,,,,, and 
v: I,, 0. I’ + Q,( v)(Z- p, (i, I‘ + j, @ F * ) are bijectiue. 
This is proved in precisely the same way as Lemma 2.7. 
2.10. At this point we have the following diagram of (g, K)- 
homomorphisms: 
(1) 
Our next task is to see how far (1) is from a commutative diagram. In 
order to do this we will use a result in Appendix A.l. 
2.11. Let x=x,, for ,4 E h* be a homomorphism of Z(g,) to @ with its 
given Harish-Chandra parameter. Let ?A = U(g,-) Ker x,, . Let -&” = JY$,, as 
in A.1.5. Let Pj. be the projection of X8 F onto (X0 F)X,‘+n for X~,fl,,. 
We define for XE -4, an endomorphism t,- of X by ix(x) = 
(ZOS) C, P,(x@ vi)@ UT. Then 5 is a natural transformation of the 
identity functor in the category =.4(,. Thus Lemma A.1.5 implies that there 
exists z,, gZ(gc) such that tX acts on X by zn, and hence by ~~(2,). We 
set y(v)=x ,, +,,(z,, + ,). We note that as defined y(v) is not a rational 
function of v. We will study this function in more detail in the next section. 
We now study the diagram 2.10(l). Let .Y= P,(v)(f@u*) for ~EZ~,~,~+~. 
and u* EF*. Set J(v)=JpIP(\l). Then 
If cp,(v)#O then Q2(v)(J(~f+jti)f@u*)= V(g) for some gEZ,,,,,,. Lemma 
2.6 implies that 
J(v + i.,(f) = S(J(v)@Z)( T(f)). 
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Thus v(g)=Qz(v)(S(J(v)OZ)(T(f)Oo*)). W e write T(f) = C, Ti(f) @ ui. 
Let P3(v) be the projection of P,(v)(Z,,,,@ F) @ F* onto 
(P1(v)(Z,.,,,OF)OF*)“,‘+~. Then 
Now assume that P(V) # 0. Then P1(v)(Zp,,,,,@F) 2 ZP,O.,,+l. Since 
c~,(v)#O, we see that (P,(v)(Z,.,,OF)OF*)“,‘+~~Z,,.,. We next assume 
that Y(V) #O. Then 5,p,o,, is bijective since it equals y(v)Z. We note that 
~lp,,,\,(u)=(l 06) (, ~fww3ww ) 
=(lOS) 
(. 
~P3(V)(~l(V)(~O~~i)O~,*) . 
> 
Hence, P,(V)(P,(VNZ,,,,~ OF)OF”)= {CiP,(v)(~O~,)O~~,*l~~zP.~,,.}. 
So, if y(v) # 0 then there exists f’ E ZP,rr,V such that 
The above observations imply that 
y(v)f’= (163 6) L c P3(V)(P,(V)(Ti(f) 0 0,) 0u*) > 
=(Z@S) (, ~P,(T,(f’)@u;)@u* . > 
But C; P,( T;(f) 0 ui) = P,( T(f)) = r(f) = x; Ti(f) 0 zli. Thus 
Y(v)f’=(z06) 1 (Tz(f)Oui)OU* =(zOu*)(T(f)). 
(j > 
We therefore see that 
Y(V) Vg)= (SOZ)(J(v)OZ)(T(f))= v(zou*)(J(v)Oz)(T(f)). 
Hence, y(v) g = (ZO u*)(J(v) 0 I)( r(f)). So 
We have thus proved 
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LEMMA. If q(v)#O, q,(v)#O, y(v)#O and if Re(v,cc)>c, .for 
2 E @(P, A) then the ,followYng diagram is cornmutatiue. 
2.12. We must now study the function y(r). ,We assume that 1. #O so 
dim F3 2. We will show that there exists a non-zero rational function of v 
that agrees with y(r) if cp( V) # 0 and cpl( r) # 0. For this we must analyze the 
natural transformation tX for XE -r’l,, +,, in more detail. It is shown in 
[Ko] that Xg F is a direct sum of g-modules with generalized infinitesimal 
characters of the form x,i + ,, + II with p a weight of F relative to h; and that 
if r(p) is the multiplicity of the weight p in F then 
If q(v) # 0 then we have seen that if /J is a weight of F and if p # i then 
x,~+,,+,(C)#X,~+,~+~.(C). Let M,,+,.= U(gc)/&+,,. We use the notation 
n(F) for the set of weights of F with respect to h. Then 
Set 
u,.= n K-x.,+v+,,(aY’p’. 
p.sII(F)- ‘2’ I 1 
If sV = x,, +e+J~l,,) -’ u,, then the projection of M,I+,@ F onto 
(M, + y @ F)A,‘+$+” is given by the action of Z,, on M,,i + ,, @ F. Thus 
Here .U is the projection of x E U(g,-) into M,, + ,,. Hence Lemma A.l.5 
implies that Z, = &.(C,,) with &- defined as in A.l.l. This implies that 
Y(v)=x.~+~(z~) if cp(v)#O and cp,(v)#O. So it is clear that y(v) agrees with 
a rational function p(v) on the set of all v such that cp,( V) # 0 and q(v) # 0. 
The following result is critical to our discussion. 
LEMMA. p is a nor identical/!. 0. 
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Let U’(g,)c UJ+‘(gc) be the standard filtration of U(gc). Set 
Z’=Z(g,)n Ui(gc). If ;gZi then x,<+,(z) is a polynomial in v of degree 
at most j. Now x,, +,,+i, (u,,) /I(v) = cc(v) is a polynomial in 1’ given by the 
formula 
n (C-X.I+r+,c(C))r(/l) 
utrI(F, -i !! 
Now 
= QF(cdimF- 1 ) mod ZZdlmF- 3 
E 
c a,z,.kCip’C~l.F(u,,, $1. 
O<i<j<dimF- 1 m  
Recall that ai.j,k depend only on F. Clearly, I?,,~(u,,,, uzl) E Ui(g,-). Thus 
C’p’zi.F(u,, u,$,)E Uzjp’(gc). Hence 
Q,( fl (c-~,~+~+~(C))~‘ll))-C’~~~~’ mod.Z’d’“F~3. 
psll(F)-1 
Thus a(v) = ~,,+,,(C~l~~~i) + R(v) with deg R(v) 6 2dimF-3. Rut 
x~+~(C)=(V, v)+Ri(v) with degR,(v)< 1. So a(v)= (v, v)~~~~~~I+R~(v) 
with deg R*(v) < 2 dim F- 3. This clearly implies that a is not the zero 
polynomial. 
2.13. Let fl be the rational function in the preceding number. If we 
combine the two preceding lemmas we have 
PROPOSITION. Zf q(v) cpl(v)#O and if Re(v, cx)>c, then the following 
diagram is commutative. 
Pz( I$@*) 
/WJp PC u+XW 
1 Q&@F* 1 
u 
I 
V 
J 
PIP 
( VI 
I I fJ 0 
Here /3 is a non-zero rational function defined for all v with cp( v) cp, (v) # 0. 
2.14. We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.2. We first invert U and 
V. Let, as above, MIE FK and u** E (F*)” be such that Mu*= 1 and 
v:(w) = 1 (this can be done in light of the Cartan-Helgason theorem). Set 
X,,(f) = Pz(f,.+, @ w*) for J‘E Z,. Recall that P, is the projection of 
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I P.c7,rs+iOF* onto (IP.~.~+, @F*)L,‘+i. We define for ,f’E I, and V*E F*, 
R(f8 ti*) = c*(w’)f: 
(1) IffEZ, then UX,.(,f‘)=,f‘and RV(J‘)=,f: 
Indeed, Lx,,(f) = U(P,(f’@ w*)) = U( f‘@ w*) = (Z@S)( T( f’)@ w*) = 
(Z@w*)(T(,f))=C w*(v,)h,,f: But x ,v*(P,) h,(X-)=z II’* ~,?(p(k) ’ 1.,,) 
= ~*(p(k)~’ co) = w*(L’,-,) = 1. Also, I’(f’) = x z>i( +,,)f@ tf. (Here o,T( +I) 
is the function whose value on k~ K is r:X(p(li)~‘).) Thus, RV(,f)(k) = 
c Uf(N’) Ll,T(p(k)L~;),f(k) = ro*(p(k)w).f’(k) = L$qW).f’(k) =f’(k,. 
In light of (1) if cp(~)#O and if q,(r)#O then ~~,,=((/IPl,,rn,,+,O~*))~’ 
and RIQ~(l~,~,,-,w*)= VP’ (here I’ is looked upon as a mapping into 
PJIP.~,.,,+,.OF*)). 
Thus if cp(~) #O and if cp,(~) #O then 
JPIP(v).f’=y(v) R(Jp,,Jv+EL)@Z) XJf’). 
We now expand the right hand side of (1). As above we set 
(1) 
If q(v) and cpi(v) are non-zero then P, is given by (7cp,,,,,+; @ki)(:,.). Thus 
if d(=‘,,)=C.u,(v)~~,,(v) (see A.l.1 ford) then we have 
J~,Pw-=?I’w~ (P*(.v,(v)) ~l,*(u~))(J,,.(1,+1”)(7LI,.,,,.+,.(S,(~’).f‘))). (2) 
Set H’*(N,) = z. Then, in the notation of A.l.4, 
Hence we have shown that 
Jij/P(l').t'=T(v) zJPiP(l'+Eb) np.,.~+j.(q~*(~,)).f. (3) 
In light of A.l.4 there exists a non-zero polynomial on a& b,, j,(v), such 
that if we set D,,,(v) = b,,,~(v) I?(V) qFe(fa) then D,, ,. is a polynomial on a: 
with values in U(gc)“. Hence (3) implies that 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2 
2.15. We note that h,,; and D,. j, are given in a constructive manner. 
Thus, in principle, they are computable. 
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3. LIMIT FORMULAS 
3.1. We retain the notation of the previous section. Let A be a special 
vector subgroup of G. Let P E Y(A) and let m= Np. If v E a: then we set 
CP(V) = s a(rz)“+P dri. ,N 
Here we use dN (as usual) for de. If P is understood we will write c(v) 
rather than cP(v). As in Section 1 there exists a constant ci >O such that 
if Re(v, CC) > c, for CIE @(P, A) then the integral defining c(v) converges 
absolutely and uniformly in compacta in the indicated range. Theorem 1.6 
implies that c has a meromorphic continuation to a:. In the case when A 
is a maximal special vector subgroup of G the following result can be found 
in [He, IV.7.2, p. 4501. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let p = dim tt. There exists a constant C> 0 such that ij 
VE(I* and (v,z)>C,for LXE@(P, A) then 
cp(v) 3 C( 1 + II\~li))“. 
The Schwarz inequality implies that (v, a) 6 114 llvll. Set 
q= max..,,,,,, Ilrxll/(p, CX). Then (v, a) 6 q llvll (p, a). Hence Lemma A.3.3 
implies that 
It is therefore enough to prove the lemma for v =.~p with x30. Set 
for x 3 0 (note that we allow + cc as a value). On F we choose an inner 
product ( , ) such that (p(g)e,f)=(e,p(e(g)))‘f) and let /)...I1 
denote the corresponding norm on F. Let (II, F) be as in 2.1 with 2 = 4~. 
Let u E F” be a unit vector. Then 
If Xcn then 
a(i) -9 = lb(n)-’ ull. 
IMew Wul12 = 1 + Q(X) 
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with Q a real-valued non-negative polynomial in X without constant term 
(see the proof of Lemma A.3.3). Thus there exist constants C, and r such 
that 
Let X,, . . . . X, be a basis of ti such that (X,, X,) = 8, with 
(X, Y) = - B(X. HY). Then X= C s,X, and we have 
1 + Q(X) d C, n (1 + Is,1 )? 
We conclude that 
with Const > 0. The lemma now follows if we directly evaluate this integral. 
3.3. For each t:>O we set (a*): = iv~a*I(~l,cr)>~JI\llI(p,2), 
c( E @(P, A )). If cp is a function on a* then we write 
lim cp( 11) = L 
vp -1 I 
if 
for all E > 0. 
The results below are extensions of similar ones in [HC-II, p. 471. 
Let /I II be a norm on G (see 1.1). 
LEMMA. Let cp be a measurable jirnction OH iy, continuous at 1 such that 
there exist C, and ~30 such that \q(fi)l d C, lifili‘,for iie ii? Then 
Set N,= (fi~~~a(ti)~“< 1 +r),. Then Iv, is compact for each r>O and 
n ,.,ON,= {l}. If fi~n--m, then a(ii)f’<(l +r)-‘. This implies that if 
v E (a*): then 
a(g)’ = a(z)r 2 a(fi)” 2 da(E)“ 1 (1 + r)-i.lid 2. 
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The preceding lemma now implies that 
@q”f” 
,.o<C?(l + Ilvll)“(l +y)--&IIYIl:?a(n)“:?+“. 
Thus iff(fi) = cp(fi) - cp( 1) then 
f(k) dri 
<C,P(l+ llvll)“(l +,)yV”‘2 
i‘ ~(fi)“~+” ~lnl~“dfi. (*) N-IV’, 
Now Iltill”f Ca(ii-’ for some A E a *. If /IvI/ >2(1 +q IIlIj)/23 (q is as in 
3.2) then (v/2 - 1 -p, a) > 0 for CY E@(P, A). So 
(*)<C,P(l + Ilvll)“(l +r)-+“‘2 
J‘ a(n)2p dfi m-m, 
dConst(1 + IIvI~)~ (1 +y)P”Ile11/2. 
Thus if b > 0 is given and if r > 0 is fixed then there exists R(r) such that 
if (Iv11 > R(v) then (*) < 6/2. Fix r>O so small that 
bP(~)-44lh <w.T TiEivr. 
If I/VII >R(r) then 
-q(fi)dfi-q(1) 
< I 
a($“‘” 
~ Idfi)-~4111 dfi f? c,(v) 
< 612 + s 
u(n)“+P 
___ Iv(n)-cp(l)l dn 
N, CP(V) 
3.4. COROLLARY. If p E a; then 
,im CP(V +pL) _ 1. 
,,p - E CP(V) - 
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For cP(v + p)/cJv) = sN (a(ti)“‘“/cJv)) q(C) dE with q(n) = a(n)“, and 
cp satisfies the growth condition of the previous lemma. 
3.5. Let (a, H,) be as in 1.1. 
LEMMA. If ,f E I: and if p E a; then 
lim JP,P(\l+P)f(k)+(k) 
,,p + T CP(V) 
weakly in H,. 
Let u’ E H,. Then 
Jqp(v+df(k), M’ 
CP(I’) 
(.f,‘+,,W), ,$I> dfi 
Iv CP(V) . 
Fix k E K and set rp(ti) = a(E)” (a(m(fik)) f(k(Ek)), MI). Then 
Lemma 3.3 applies and so 
lim Jqp(v + df(k), u 
Imp- % c,(v) 
(*)=ju~q+)dil. 
P 
=cp(l)= 
> 
<f(k)> w>. 
(*) 
4. A GENERALIZATION OF L. COHN'S DETERMINANT FORMULA 
4.1. Before we begin the main material of this section we give a lemma 
about the representation of compact groups that will be used in its proof. 
Let K be a compact Lie group and let K, 3 K2 be closed subgroups of K. 
If z E I? (resp. p E I?,) we fix V, E t (resp. W, E p). Let V be a finite dimen- 
sional (continuous) K2-module. Let 6 be the natural mapping from 
0 HomK2( W,,, VO Hom,,( V,, W,,) (*I 
ptR, 
to HomK2( V,, V) given by 6( r@ S) = TS. 
LEMMA. 6 is a linear bijection. 
As a K,-module, V, = @ ~~ p2 V,(p). Here (as usual), V,(p) is the 
p-isotypic component of V,. By its very definition, it follows that 
dim V,(p) = dim Hom,,( V,, W,,) dim W,,. It is therefore clear that the 
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dimension of (*) is equal to dim Hom,,( V,, V). Thus, in order to prove the 
lemma, it is enough to show that 6 is surjective. To this end, let 
V,(U) = ei V,,,, with Vi,Ji EP. Let P,,,, be the projection of V, onto V,,bl 
corresponding to the direct sum decomposition Vr = @ i,P V,,,. Let Q,,,, 
be a non-zero element of Hom,,( W,, V,.,) c Hom,,( W,, V,). Let 
S,., E HomKz( VT, W,,) be such that Q ,,,, S,,a=~i.,~L,,(TP,,JL. S ,,,, exists and is 
uniquely determined. If TE Hom,,( V,, V) then T= C,., TP,.,, = C,,, 
(K?,.,,)Si.ir. TQ,.!, E HomK,( W,,, Y) and S,.,, E Hom,,( v,, W,,). So 6 is 
indeed surjective. 
4.2. We now assume that V is a K2-module that is a direct sum of 
irreducible continuous K,-modules with finite multiplicities. We can define 
6 as in 4.1( *) in this more general situation. As above we have 
LEMMA. 6 is a linear hijection. 
Indeed, if t is fixed then there exists a finite dimensional K,-submodule, 
V’, of V such that Hom,,( V,, V’)= Hom,>( V,, V) and such that 
Hom.,(W,,. UOHom,,(V,, w,,)=HomK2(WCI. V’)OHom,,(V,, W,,) 
(take the sum of the K,-isotypic components of V that correspond to 
K,-types that occur in V,). The result now follows from the preceding 
lemma applied to V’. 
4.3. We now return to the notation of Section 1. Let A be a special 
vector subgroup of G ( 1.8). We set ‘M, = ‘M, for any PEP(A) (1.8) and 
K, = oM,4 n K. Let (a, H,) be an admissible Hilbert representation of ‘M, 
and let 1, be the space of all K-finite vectors of I,“. For each YE Z? we 
choose once and for all (rY, V;,)E~. Let Z,(y) be the y-isotypic component 
of I,. We look upon 
as a K-module with K acting only on the second factor. If 
TE Hom,,( V?, (Ha)Ka) and u E I/,, then set ,fr,t,(k) = T(t,(k)u) for k E K, 
Then clearly, fT,V E Z,(y). 
LEMMA. The linear map T @ v H fT, ,) is a K-module isomorphism of 
HomK,4(V,, (H,),,)O V.; onto 1,b). 
This is a reformulation of Frobenius reciprocity. 
4.4. Suppose that P,, Pz~Y(A). We calculate JPz,P,(v)fT.r in the range 
of absolute convergence of the corresponding integral. If g E G, k E K then 
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gk = nP,( g) uP,( g) mp,( g) li,,( g)k with the usual ambiguity. We will use 
this equation in the course of our calculation. (p = pr,, r = r:.) 
‘+” o(mp,(Z)) T(T(k,,(ti)) r(k)r;) dii. 
We isolate a part of the last expression. If v is as above and if 
TE Hom,,( I’.;, (Ha)Kc) then set 
= J ,vy, n .VQ 
up,(S) +” a(nzp,(ti)) Tr(k,,(C)) dfi. (1) 
Notice that this integration is actually taking place in a finite dimensional 
space. Then one has 
4.5. In this section we will study the meromorphic functions 
Equation 4.4(2) implies that if r = t.,. then 
cpzip,(& ‘I’, v)=det(A.,,.,(a, T, v))“‘~’ (2) 
with d(y)=dim V,, as usual. 
We use this formula to analyze the case when P, and P2 are adjacent 
(1.11) with .Z(P,lP,)= (z>. We use the notation of 1.12. Let P be as in 
that number and set K, = K n P, K, = K n P, ( = K n Pr). Let 6 be the map 
defined as in 4.2. The formula 1.12( 1) translates into 
A P,,P,(~‘~.,v)~(TOS)=~((A.~,,~,(~,~,’V)T)OS) 
for T~Hom~~(f+‘,,, (ff,),), S~Hom,,(v/,, W,,). 
It is convenient to use the notation Q, for Q, and K, for K, We 
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also write (Y:p)=dim Hom.,( V,, IV,,) (recall T=T?) and (P:(T) for 
dim HomKL( W,,, (H,),). Then we have 
This formula combined with (2) Lemma 1 .lO, and Lemma 1.11 implies 
PROPOSITION. Let P, , P, E b(A ). Then 
4.6. The above result reduces the calculation of the functions cpzlp, to 
the calculation of det(Ania(a, p, v)) for QEY(A) and dim A = 1. Let 
(Q, A) satisfy this condition and let {x > = C( Q ). 
THEOREM. There exist al(o), . . . . a,(a)~C andb,(o,u), . . . . b,,,,.,,(a, p)~@ 
with r = r(a) depending only on o such that 
here r is the classical gamma function. 
The proof of this generalization of a theorem of L. Cohn is involved and 
will take up the rest of this section. Before we begin the proof we first give 
a corollary. 
4.7. COROLLARY. Let A be a special vector subgroup of G and let 
P, , P2 E 9( A) and let a be as above. Zf ct E Z( P2 1 P, ) = C let Qz be as above 
and set pX = pa,. Then there exist for each a E 1 complex numbers a,,,(a), 
i= 1, . . . . r,(a), depending only on u and for each y  E k such that (y :a) # 0 
there exist complex numbers b,,%(u, y), i= 1, . . . . r,(a)(y:o), such that 
cP2,P*(a, Y, VI 
= fl rI1”‘? a((v, a)/4(p,, a)) - a,,,(a)PO 
xLEZ KP,“““’ T(((v, a)/4(p,, a)) - b,,,(a, y))’ 
This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 4.5 and Theorem 4.6. 
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4.8. We define a representation of U(‘m) 0 U(f) on Hom,( V,, 
(Ha)~nu.u ) by (m@k) T= a(m) TT(~~). We also define a representation of 
KnoM on U(‘m) 0 U(f) by k(mOu)=Ad(k)nz@Ad(k)u. If 
uE(U(‘m)@ U(f))Kn”‘f and if TEHomK,,o,,(V,, (H,),,o,+~) then 
UTE Hom,,d V,, (H,),,,~Jhf). 
Consider the linear map 
U(k)Q U(‘nt,)Q U(a,)Q U(f,)L U(9,) 
given by $(n 0 tn @ a @ k) = nmak. Then the PoincarC-Birkhoff-Witt 
theorem implies that II, is surjective. If T~Hom,,o~,( V,, (Ho)Kn~b,) we 
consider 7c,.( g)fr., for VE V, and gEU(g,-)K. Now g=C$(niQmj. 
Oak Ok,). Also dg)fr.,(k) = MU,,.),, (k) = &f)(f,,),, (k). If 
u = nmak then L( g ‘) = L( k ‘1 L( a ‘) L( m ‘) L(n ‘). The following assertions 
are obvious. 
(1) If n E U(Q) then UnT)((fT,,),,W) = dn)f,,.(k). 
(2) If aE Wac) then UaT)((.fT.r)v)(k) = (v + ~)(a)f~,,.(k). 
(3) If k E U(f,), 1~1 E U(*m,) then L(kr) L(m’)((f,,.),.)(k) = 
.fimmk,T.V(k). 
Thus if g is given as above and if we set 
then 
Q,,: U(gc)“-+ (U(“m)O U(f))Kn”“f 
and we have proved that 
%k).fT.r =.fQJy)T.t for g6 U(g,)“. (4) 
We note that it is also clear that if gE UJ(gc)Ic then v H Q,(g) is a poly- 
nomial map of degree ,i from a: into (U(‘m)@ U(f))Kn”M. Theorem 1.5 
now implies that 
THEOREM. I” TE Horn KndVrt (Hc)Kn~,+,) then 
b,(v) A(o, 5, )I) T= A(a, T, v + 4~) Qv+i,JDc,(v)) T. 
4.9. Set a,.,(=) = det(/l(a, T, 4,-p)) and 
n,.,(=)=det(Qj(=+I,,(D,(4;p))I,,,,~,o,,,,,;,,,,,,?,,,,). 
228 
Then 
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b (4-p)“:“’ a 0 * n.,(--) = a,,,(= + 1) &A,). 
Now b,(4zp) and C&,(Z) are polynomials in r. They can therefore be 
written as 
b,(4=p) =u, n (= - a,(a)), 
!=I 
d,,,,(=) = u,,, ;v, (2 - bi(c, ti). 
Hence 
&(L + 1 ) = a,.,(z) z(” 
(r:cl rp’, (= _ a,(a))“.“’ 
v,,, n;‘fI” (z - b,(a, 7)) ’ 
LEMMA. v,,, = u:.“), ~(a, 5) = r(a)(c:a). 
Lemma 3.5 implies that 
1 = lim Q~,~(.Y + l)/c,(4.~p)(‘~“~ 
I’icc 
= lim a 0. i (.u)/cQ(4.xp)‘“:“‘. vi’+cs 
Thus 
This clearly implies the lemma. 
4.10. Let 
Then Y~,~(z + 1) = y,,,(z) where both sides are defined. Theorem 4.5 will 
follow if we can show that y,,, is constant. 
Let We. u’? be such that J~~,~(Iv~) is defined for i= 1. 2 and y,Jw,)#O. 
Then 
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= lim ;Irr.AH.l +k) 
k - l 1. y,,,(w2+k) 
'r.n)r'nl f(k + tl', - h,(a, 5)) 
= lim n 
h-+x ,-, f(h-+1t’?--,(a,T)l 
r-‘“) Uk + xn I=, !
w,-a,(o)) ‘[ O’ 
f(k + it’, -a;(a)) 1 
X 
4?,,(k + 1t’I) cc,(4W 
c,,(4kp) u,, ,(k + 12‘: )’ 
Sterling’s formula (cf. [WhWat]) implies that as k + + x. 
f(.v+k-U) 
Thus the above limit is equal to 
Hence y( ~1, ) = y( +rt2). The theorem now follows. 
5. THE HARISH-CHANDRA ~-FUNCTION 
5.1. We retain the notation of the previous sections. Let (P, A) be a 
p-pair. Let (0, H,) be a Hilbert representation of “M such that jio(m)li < C 
for m E ‘A4 (that is, 0 is uniforndy bounded). 
If E > 0 is given then we set a: = {H~aIa(ll)>~ j/HI] for ~E@(P,A)). 
If (D is a function on A then we write 
lim cp(u)=L 
‘,P - % 
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lim q(exp H) = L on at. 
IlHll + -I 
Set p=pP. 
The following results for the case when (T is tempered and a weaker 
condition on v are usually attributed to Langlands and/or MiliEiC. The 
second named author first saw methods of this type in Harish-Chandra’s 
lectures in 197g-1971. 
LEMMA. If vE a: is such that Re(v. 3) 2 (pp, a) for CIE @(I’, A) and if 
f ,  gEC$.,. then 
lim aPpa(np,.,,, (aIf s> = (J~~dv)f(l), g(l)). 
up - IX 
A direct calculation shows that 
=a \‘- p 
I 
a( aiia p’)p-ma (a(m(afia-~I)) -‘f(n), g(k(afia-I))) dii 
Iv 
=a 1’ - p 
5 
a( aiia pl)p-y a(n)“+” (a(m(afia-‘) -I 
IfI 
x m(ii))f(k(ii)), g(k(aEa-I))) dii. 
The result will therefore follow if we can justify the interchange of limit and 
integration in the first formula. To do this we use the second. The 
integrand in the second is dominated by a constant multiple of 
a(atia ~I)~-Rev~(,-y+Rer, 
= a(fi)2P (a(afiaK’)- ’ a(ii))R”“m I’ < a(ti)2p. 
Since the last term is integrable on IV the Lebesgue dominated convergence 
theorem gives the justification for the interchange. 
5.2. COROLLARY. Assume in addition to the conditions above that (c, H,) 
is irreducible. ZfRe(v, CI) 2 (p, c~)for CI E @(P, A) and i f fy I:,,, is such that 
JPIP(v)f #O then f  is a cyclic vector for rep,,.,. 
Let Y denote the closure of {zp,,,,(g)flgEG). Set W= 
{g E H”.” 1 (u, g) = 0 for all u E Vj. Then W is a closed invariant subspace 
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of H”.’ under the conjugate dual representation, K*, of TC~,,,,,. Now 
71* = 71 P,D.pr. Hence if W#O then WnIc,.,,.= W’ ~0. Let gE W”. Then 
for all me”M, ke K 
0= lim ~~~“(.~,~,,(anzk),f, g)= (a(m)J~,Jv)J‘(k), g(1)). 
up+ % 
Thus the irreducibility of 0 implies that g( 1) = 0 for all g E W X. But then 
O=rc*(k)g(l)=g(k) for all kEK, gE W’. Hence W’=O so W=O. 
Hence V= H”.’ as asserted. 
5.3. The next result asserts the generic irreducibility of the Zp.n,v. 
Although it is quite crude it suffices for the purposes of this section. 
LEMMA. Let Z?, = {y E kl Z,(y) #O). There exists a collection {&,,r].i,rtiC 
of non-zero holomorphic polynomials on a;” such that if v E a; and if 
,f;.,( v) # 0 for all y, t E Z?, then Zp,rr,r is irreducible. 
Let A“(K) be the algebra of K-finite smooth functions on K under con- 
volution. X(K) is a I-bimodule under the left and right regular representa- 
tion and the elements of I act by derivations. Set .X = U(gc)@,,,r, S’(K), 
which we regard as a convolution algebra of distributions on G. Let 
rr,, = rrp,O.e and rr = rr P,a,e I Ic which is independent of P and v. Then I,, ,, is 
an X-module under the action n,,(.u@f) = rc,(.v) ~$1‘). ZP,n,e is irreducible 
as a (g, K)-module if and only if it is irreducible as an X-module. If 
Re(v, CI)> (p, a) for cc~@(P. A) and iffEZ, is such that J,,.(v)f#O then 
the previous result implies that n,.(,X)f= I,. 
If y E K then set x7 = d(y)j, with x7 the character of 7 and d(y) the degree 
of 1’. Then Z,(y)=x(a,.)Z, and E;,= n(cc,) is the projection of I, onto its 
i’-isotypic component relative to the direct sum decomposition 
Z, = @,.kZ,(y). Fix y E I?‘, then Lemma 3.5 implies that there exists v. 
with Re(v,, M)> (p, 2) for cc~@(P, A) such that det(E,,J,-,.(v,)E,.)#O. 
Thus we see that rc,,,(X)).f= I, for all f#O, fez,. We note that 
CI;. * ~,,=a,, thus a;,Xa,=X? is a subalgebra of X and ~,,(JP)~=Z,(~) 
for all f# 0, fe Z,(y). Hence rt,,,(&C) = End(Z,(y)). Let X,, . . . . X, be a set 
of elements of X7 such that rr ,,,, (X,) = Y,, . . . . X,.,(X,) = Y, is a basis of 
End(Z,(y)). If VE a: then X,(X,) =x, a,,(v) Y, with ab a holomorphic poly- 
nomial in v. Put f7,Jv) = det( [Q,~(v)]). Obviously, if ,&(v) #O then 
rcy(~Xy) = End(Z,!y)). We note that fi,,,( vo) = 1. 
Now let y, t E K,. Fix v. E a: with Re( v”, a) > (p, a) for tl E @(P, A) such 
that f;,.,(v,) #O, f,,,(v,) ~0, and det(E,.J,-,.(v,)E,) #O. If fez,(y) and if 
f#O then n,,,(a,X”a;.)f= Z,(z). Since ~,.,,(.3y1~) = End(Z,(y)), n,,,,(.X’) = 
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End(Z”(r)), and n,,,(cr,,x~cc,.) I> z,&X’) z,,,Jc(,%‘c~J z,.,(~++~) we see that 
n,,(a,~a,.)= Hom.(Z”(y). Z”(r)). We now proceed as above to define 
f,,,.(v). Let X,, . . . . X,Ea,2’xj be such that n,.,,(X,) = Y, delines a basis 
of Homc(Z”(;~), Z”(r)). Then x,.(X,) = C, a,,(v) Y, with clj, a holomorphic 
polynomial in v. Put &(v)=det([a,(v)]). If f,,i.(v)#O then 
7r,,(x,Xa,) = Hom,(Z”(y), Z”(z)). Also f,,,(vO) = 1. It is now clear that if 
fJv)#O for all y,t~k, and iffEZ, then n,.(.&‘)f=Z,. 
5.4. LEMMA. There exists a meromorphic function ‘pP,o on a: such that 
wherever the left hand side is defined. 
We use the notation of the previous paragraph. Let 7 E Z?,. Let v 
be such that J,,,(v) #O. Then z,,(.u) J?,.J,,~(v) JF,,(v)E, = E.,.JplP(v) 
JFlp(v) E;.z,,(x) for all SE xc”. Thus Schur’s lemma implies that 
E,J,,~(v)JPlp(v)E,=~;,(~~)E;.. Since 
q,(v) =dim(Z,(;l)) tr(EyJPIP(v) JPIP(v)ET) 
for such v, ‘pp extends to a meromorphic function in v. If now fr,,(v) # 0 for 
all “J, z E & then Schur’s lemma implies that 
J,,P(\‘) J,-,,(v) = cp(v)Z. 
We conclude that if f,,,(v) # 0 for all y, t E Z?, then q,.(v) - q,(v) = 0. Hence 
‘p> = cpr. Put qp,0 = ‘p7 for some (any) y E J’? T E k,. The lemma now follows. 
5.5. LEMMA. cpp,rr = cpF.,. 
Let y E k, and set n = dim Z,(y). Then 
wp.,(v)= tWsJpli4v) Jplp(v)&) 
= tr(EyJpip(v) E,E;,Jplp(v)E;,) 
=tr(E7Jpip(v) E,E,J,,p(v)E,)=n~~,~(v). 
Hence (P~.~ = (PP,~. 
5.6. We denote by CT* the conjugate dual representation of M on H,. 
We assume (as we may) that 0 1 Kn ,+, is unitary. Thus C* 1 Kn ,,,, = CT 1 Kn &,. 
Hence I,, = I,. We write JQlp(a, v) if the dependence on D is not under- 
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stood. We also write,f,,,,, for what we called f,,. On I, we have the inner 
product 
(.f, ‘q) = [ (f(k), g(k)) A. 
-ri 
If T is a linear operator on I, such that TI,,(y) c T,(v) for all y E I? then we 
define T* on I, by T*IIm,;,,=(TI,o,i.,)* for ycK (here we use the inner 
product above on each of these finite dimensional spaces). 
5.7. LEMMA. .I,-,.(cJ, v)* = J,,,-(a*, -v). 
Let f, g E I,. Then we assert that 
Clearly, it is enough to prove the first equation (since the second follows 
from the first if we replace P by P). To this end we write 
(L g) = i,&,. ti (f(k), g(k)) dk = [.G a(o)“” (f(k(u)), g(k(v))) du 
= 
s 
a(u)“’ (a(u)” o(m(u))f(k(u)), a(u)-l’a*(m(u)) g(k(u))) du 
m 
= i ,~ <.fi,,.,.(fi). gp.,,*,ys(n)) dti 
We now prove the lemma. It is enough to prove it for Re(v, a) 2 c, for 
CI E @(P, A ). Under this condition 
(JPIP(~, L').f> g) =I,,,.;, /,v (.fp.,.,.(uk), g(k)) du dk 
with the integral on the right converging absolutely. 
Recall that 
(JP,~(cJ, v).f)p.,,, (8) = j&,.,(w) du. 
N 
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This combined with (1) implies that 
= I (fp..,,(un), gp,,*.-dun)) dudn NXN 
= 5 (fp,,,,,(nu), gp.o*,-,W)) dn du (Lemma A.3.3) Nx~ 
by the observations above. The lemma now follows. 
5.8. For the more delicate properties of the intertwining operators we 
will need to assume that r~ is unitary. 
THEOREM. Assume that CT is unitary. 
(i) If p, QeP(A) then ‘PP.0 = qQ,,. 
(ii) If Re v = 0 and if v is not a pole of (pp,B rhen (pp.,(v) > 0. 
In light of this result we can define a meromorphic function pG on a: by 
~(a, v) = l/cp,,,(v) for some (hence any) P E Y(A). We call p the Harish- 
Chandra p-function. We note that this function was originally defined in 
[HC-III] for CJ square integrable. 
We now begin the proof of the theorem. Let Q,, . . . . Qd be as in Lemma 
1.11 for P and P. Then Jplp(v)f =Je,,ed-,(v)...Je,,P(v)f. If Re(v)=O 
then JPlp(v)= (JplP(v))* by Lemma 5.6. Thus if Re v= 0 then 
Let P,, P, denote Qd- ,, Qd, let (a} = L’(P, 1 Pz), and let *Q, be as in 1.12. 
Let H be as in 1.12 also. Then 
H(JQ,,Q~-,(v)* Jp,,Q,-,(v)g)W) 
= J.,, , *Ql( OLv)* J* a,,*Q,(‘vNH(g)(k)). 
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Thus 
Now cpeQ,.,( “11) = (P.~,,~(~v). So this expression only depends on *z. We 
denote it by (P~,~(‘v). We have thus shown that 
If QEP(A) then Z(QIQ)u(-Z(QIQ))=Z(PlP)u(-Z(PIP)). Since 
both of these unions are disjoint and cp,~ 5) = cp -,.J P”v), (i) follows for 
Re v = 0 hence for all v. 
We now prove the second assertion. If Re Y =0 then (pp.,(v)Z= 
(Jp,P(v))* Jp,P(v). Thus if I’ is not a pole of ‘pP,g then (pP,,(v)>O. But if 
qP,,(v)=O then JP,,(r)=O. Thus the content of (ii) is that if J,-,,(v) is 
defined for Re v = 0 then it is non-zero. For this we proceed as usual. Let 
h E CLW’(rn,. If /A E a;, LIE Hi- then we set 1~Jrzr1~uN) = &+“a(~) hi for 
IZE N, ~PZE “M, UEA, and tieEN. If g EC is not of this form then set 
h,,.,k)=O. Then ,LL++~~,., ,, ( = Us,,,. is a holomorphic map of a: into I:. 
Thus P H JP, b)llli.,. is a meromorphic mapping of a: into Z: Now 
if Re(v, CC) > c, for c( E @(P, A ). The formula is thus true by analytic 
continuation for all ,u. It is now clear that Jp, ,Jp) # 0 where it is defined. 
5.9. If 6>0 is given then we set a:(6)= (v,@ IlRevl/ <Sl. 
THEOREM. Assume that o is unitary. Then there exists 6 > 0 such that 
p(cr, v) is holomorphic on a?(6) urd there exist constunts C, r >, 0 such that 
Ip(a, v)I d Cl 1 + I/h 4 Y’ 
for all ve a;(6). 
By the product formula in the previous number it is enough to prove this 
result in the case when Z(PI P) consists of one root. Fix 1’ E k,,. The 
determinant formula (4.6, see also 4.5) implies that there exist u,, h,, 
i= 1 , . . . . IPI, L’,, n,, i = 1, . . . . nl, such that 
da, VI df; Itry) _ 
f((~~,a)/4(p,cc)-u;)f(-(v.r)/4(p,cc)-c,) 
-:<!y!,J-w , . . ~)/4(P.~)--,)T(-(v a)/4(p.x)--d)’ I i 
1s;s,r 
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Now Sterling’s formula implies that an estimate of the desired form is 
satisfied for some fixed 6 > 0 and all v E a;(6) with IILJ~~ 3 T for some T > 0. 
Since the set .(v E a: I IIRe \‘I/ 6 6, l(Im \!I/ 6 T] is compact and since ~(a, V) 
is holomorphic for Re I’= 0, the result now follows. 
A.1. SOME CONSTRUCTIONS RELATED TO FINITE 
DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATIONS 
A.l.l. Let G be a real reductive group and let K be a maximal compact 
subgroup of G. Let (,D, F) be a finite dimensional, irreducible representation 
of G. We look upon U(g,) as a g-module under left multiplication. We can 
thus form the g-module U(g,)O F. Fix B, an Ad(G)-invariant, non- 
degenerate, symmetric bilinear form on g. Let C denote the Casimir 
operator of G corresponding to B (that is, if {Xi f is an orthonormal basis 
of gc relative to B then C = xi (X,)‘). Let i, denote the eigenvalue of C on 
F. If gnu andfEF, f*EF* then set (Z@f*)(g@f)=f*(f)g. Let 
{fill<i<m be a basis of F and let L.* E F* be defined by fi*(,f,) = 13,~. We 
define a linear map Q,. from U( gc) to U(g,) by the formula 
Q,kl=~ ffOf;*)fg(l oj;,,. 
LEMMA. If ,- E Z,(g,) then Q,(z) E Z&g,-). 
We recall some standard notation. Let 
Lf: Wk) --) Ugc)O Wg,) 
be the diagonalization homomorphism. We look upon U(g,) @ F as a 
U(gc) 0 U(g,)-module in the obvious way. Let z E Z,(gc). Then 
z( 1 @f) = A(=)( 1 of). Let u = Qt.(z), If g E G then 
Adk)u=C (ZO.f,*)(((Ad(g)Oz)d(=))(l Of;)) 
=I (zO.fi*)((zOAd(g-‘))(Ad(g)OAd(g)) A(,-))(1 Of,)) 
=c (zo~(s).f,*)(((Ad(g)OAd(g)) A(= )(1 OpL(g)fifi)). 
Now, C~(g).r,*O~L(g)f,=~f;*O,f, and (Ad(g)OAd(g))d(z)=d(=). 
Thus Ad( g)u = u as asserted. 
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A.1.2. When we use the linear map & we will also need some “explicit” 
formulas. Let I: E F, IT* E F*. Set for k = 0, I. 2, 
here the sum is over all indices i, , i2, . . . . i, 
LEMMA. There rsist -for 0 < i < j < k constants u,, i,x depending only on 2 
SIICh that 
(I@ L’*)(Cy 1 Or)) = c a,,,,, C’ ‘z,,b-(z~, P*). 
OS,<j<h 
Fwthemore, the a,,, satisf.;, the recurrence relation (a, ,,k = 0 if i, j, k do not 
.satisf~~ 0 6 i < j 6 k) 
~,,(l.o = 1; 
a ,.,.i+I=~~,.,~I.fi+j~a,,,.,+2a,~,,,~,.~. 
If k = 0 then the formula is clear. Assume the formula for k. We prove 
it for h-+1. We first note that d(C)=C01+10C+2~Xx,0X,. Since 
C@ 1 and 1 @ C are both in the center of U(g,) 0 U(gc) it follows that 
C X;@X, commutes with d(U(g,)). We now begin the proof of the induc- 
tive step. 
(r@u*)(P+‘( 1 OP)) 
=(z@r*)(d(C”)d(C)(l@r)) 
=(z@v*) d(P) 
( i 
c~1+1~c+2~X,~X, 
1 ! 
(l@v) 
=(c+1.)(z0r*)(C”(l~r))+2~(zOv*)((XiOX,)d(C”)(1Ov)) 
= (c+l.) c U,,,,hC’-f~i,F(z’, z%*) 
OSf<,S/, 
-2x c a ,,,, kc’- IX,,,: ,,,: (u, x,,,o*). 
,?I 0 < I 5 , < k 
Now 
-1 x,,l- ,.,. 40, X,,,L’*)=z,+ ,,I(Ly, P*). 
/,Z 
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This implies that 
= c ai.;.kC’+‘-fqJ(U, c*) 
O<i<jGk 
+i c a;,,,,!C~-$J-(v, v*) 
OLi<jLk 
+2 1 a ,.,, kCiprz,+l.F(v, v*). 
O<i</Ck 
Thus if we define the ai,,,k+, by the recurrence relations given in the 
statement then the lemma follows. 
A.1.3. Set T~.~=C~I-,,~- (f,, jj* ). The previous lemma implies that 
QKk)= i: c a,,p,kp~iCP-‘-?,,F. (1) 
j=o O<i<p<k-, 
We now assume that if X~s(g) then, XF=O. If gE U(g,) then we set 
trF(g) equal to the trace of the action of g on F. 
zIF=o. (2) 
Indeed , ~,,~=x, trF(Xj)X,. By our assumption trF(X) =0 for Xegc. 
If X, YEg we set B,(X, Y)= tr,(XY). Set C,=&B,(X,, X,)X,X,. 
Then it is clear from our definitions that 
Zl,J-- - c,. (3) 
A.1.4. Let F be a finite dimensional irreducible (g, K)-module such that 
FK#(0). Let ufFK, U*E (F*fK be such that v*(v)= I. If UE U(g,)K we 
define qF(u) = (Z@ u*)(u( 10 u)). 
LEMMA. Zf u E U(g# then q,(u) E U(g,-)“. 
The proof is almost identical to that of Lemma A.l.l. Let ZCE K. Then 
Ad(k) qAu) 
=(ZC3v*)((Ad(k)OZ) d(u))(lOu, 
=(Z@u*)((Z@Ad(k-‘))(Ad(k)@Ad(k))d(u))(l @v) 
=(z@u*)((Z@ Ad(k-I)) d(z4))( l@u) 
= (z@ko*)(d(u))(l @ko)=q,(u). 
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A.1.5. The next result is an observation of the first named author [V]. 
Let 9 be a two sided ideal in U(gC). Let ,I<g denote the category of all 
g-modules V such that dV’= 0. 
LEMMA. Let X + T,y be a natural transformation of the identity functor 
of Aif. Then there esists : = zT EZ(~~) such that T.,(.u)=r.u ,for 
.YEXE.//,. 
Note. The following proof is included since the formula for : will be 
used in our application of this lemma. 
Let M= U(g,)/.Y. Let I + .Y be the natural projection of U( gC) onto M. 
Set u = T,(i). Let z0 E U(gC) be such that Z0 = U. If XE Jf and if x E X 
then define a g-module homomorphism 6, from M onto X by 6,(m) = mx. 
Then T,(.u)= T,y(6y(i))=6,.(T,(i))=6.(u)=z,.u. In particular,ifX=M 
then T,(m) = &E) is a g-module homomorphism. Thus II is central in h4. 
Since the center of the algebra M is the projection of the center of U(g,). 
we can choose z,, central. 
A.2. AN INTEGRATION FORMULA 
A.2.1. Fix P = MN a parabolic subgroup of G. Let P= MIV be the 
(standard) opposite parabolic subgroup. Fix invariant measures dn and dri 
on N and N, respectively. 
LEMMA. Let h be a function on G suclr that h(mg) = h(g) -for III E M. 
Then 
j\yNh(nfi)dndfi=~ h(fijl)dridn. 
m Y .v 
This means that if one side converges absolutely then so does the other side 
and the two sides are equal. 
Let dg and dm be fixed choices of invariant measures on G and M, 
respectively. We note that there exists a constant c > 0 such that 
We note that d(mnm-‘)=det(Ad(m)I,,)-‘dn and d(mfim-‘)= 
det(Ad(m) I,,) dii. Hence 
Hence 
Thus if 
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=C 
c 
~ x y  x w f  (ntirn ) dn dri dnz = c 
i’ 
,f( rnnii) dn dfi dnz. 
I , N x ,v * .A, 
J’ MxNx.Nf( rnnii ) dn de dtvz = s .f( rnt%z) dnz dii dn. M * N x N 
then 
I h(iin) dri dn = i h(nii) dn dri Iv Y ,v Iv x ,v 
The lemma now follows. 
A.3. SOME INEQUALITIES 
A.3.1. We use the notation and assumptions of Section 1. If (p, F) is a 
finite dimensional Hilbert representation of G such that p 1 K is unitary and 
p has compact kernel then we will call a function of the form 
l/g/l = IIp(g)lIus (HilberttSchmidt norm) a norm on G. Fix such a norm. 
We note that (cf. [Wa, 2.A.21) 
(1) If (z, H) is a Banach representation of G then there exist 
C,, C, > 0 such that IIn( g)ll < C, 11 gl/ ‘?. 
In particular this implies 
(2) If 11 ... I(, and /I ... /I2 are norms on G then there exist positive 
constants C, Y such that IIg/l , d C llgll;. 
We now fix a parabolic subgroup P = ‘MAN (with given standard 
Langlands decomposition). Let (p, F) be a finite dimensional representa- 
tion of G with compact kernel on a Hilbert space F such that 
(p(g) v, MI) = (D, ~(0( g)) ’ ) for g E G and r, w E F (such a representation 
always exists). Let II . 11 denote the corresponding norm on G. We assume 
(as we may) that l/g/l = llg- ’ 11. We can choose an orthonormal basis of F 
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such that relative to this basis the matrix of I for 111 EM is in block 
diagonal form and an element of p(n) for n E N is upper triangular with 
identity in the blocks for an element of PZ. Thus if n E N, m E M then 
p(n) = I+ q(n) and /Ip(~z~~z)/l~, = IIp(n~)ll& + llqd,(n) ,dm)ll k,. Thus 
lln~~1ll 3 ll1?2ll. (3) 
This implies that llnm/I’ 3 1/~7~171/ //~z/l 3 ll~zI/ (here we have used the obvious 
inequality IlabII HS 3 lb ’ II Hi II4 HS). So 
~ln777//2 3 1~72~1. (4) 
We now drop the assumption that L( has compact kernel. We assume 
that (p, F) is irreducible. 
A.3.2. LEMMA. Let i. E a* give the action oj’ A on F”. There e.uist an 
integer k > 0 and an irreducible fitlite ditxensional representation (0, V) of G 
such that A acts OH V” t!iu ki. and ‘M acts triuiuily on V”. 
Let d = dim F”. Let V be the G-cyclic space of A” F”@A” F” in 
Ad F@ A” F. Then V has the desired property with k = 2d. 
A.3.3. If geG then we write g=n(g)m(g)u(g)k(g) with rz(g)EN, 
m(g)E’M, a(g)EA, and k(g)EK. We note that n(g) and u(g) are well 
defined. Let w= B(N). 
LEMMA. [ f  i E a* is such that (E”, c() 3 0,for UN r E @(P, A) then a(C)” < 1 
for all ii E IT. 
This result is standard. We include a proof since we will be using some 
of the steps in the argument in the body of the paper. 
Let d(P, A) = d denote the set of simple roots of @(P, A). If ct Ed 
let j,,Ea* be such that (i.,,~)=6z,,j for fled. Let XE:~. Let Q be 
the parabolic subgroup of G such that Q 3 P and (in,),= 
(m,),@ @gEzO(n,l) with Z=@(P, A)- {ralr>O). Consider the 
representation ((T, V) of G on the cyclic space of /jcrn, (d= dim No) in 
Ad 9. Then A acts on V” by n,& with n, >O. In light of the previous 
lemma, this implies that for each 2 E A there exists a finite dimensional 
representation (pL,, F,) of G such that 
(a) ‘M acts trivially on F;. 
(b) A acts on Fz by PZ,E., with m,>O. 
(c) There is an inner product ( , ) on F, such that 
(~CI,(g)~‘,,r’)=(~!.l*,(8(g))-‘~~.) forgcGand I:,wEF,. 
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We note that (a) and (b) are clear. We prove (c). Let Xdenote the com- 
plex conjugate of XE go relative to the real form g. Let ( , ) be the inner 
product given by (X, Y) = - B(QX, 7) on go. Use the inner product 
corresponding to this one on l\” g 0 A” go. 
We now prove the lemma. Clearly, it is enough to show that I’m 6 1 
for all XE A. Let (p, F) = (p,, F,) as above and set j”=m,i,. If qua* then 
let F(q) denote the q-weight space of F relative to p IA. Then 
(F(q), F(q’)) =0 if qfq’. Let X~ri. Fix UE F” with llull = 1. For ~EQ*, let 
U(n),1 be the q-weight space for Ad(A). Then X” =C (X”),, with 
( Xk )q E V( ii)V. We also note that X H ( Xk ), is a polynomial map of degree 
k. NOW, p(exp(-X))v=x,G,, (-p(X))‘u/i! with n=dim F. Hence 
Aexp(-W)u=u+C,., y’,(X) with Y,, a polynomial map of ii into 
F(A + q). We therefore have 
IMeW -JT)ull = 1 + C II Y,(X)lI’. 
rlio 
(*I 
If ti=exp(X), then lip(E)) u/I = Ilp(k(fi))-’ p(a(ti)))‘p(m(fi))) u/I = 
Ilp(a(fi))-’ ~11 = a(E)-“. We have shown that 
a(n)-” = I+ q(X) with q a non-negative polynomial function on ii. (*a) 
In particular, a(n)” 6 1, as was to be proved. 
A.3.4. LEMMA. Let I/ . 11 be a norm on G. Then there exist 3. E a* and 
C > 0 such that llfill < Ca(ti) ‘for fi E R. 
This is due to Harish-Chandra (cf. [Wa, 4.A.2.31). 
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